REFLECTIONS FROM MOMBASA, KENYA
MAY 2012

What made this
first Congress so
special?
• The
setting

• The sense of
community

• Nature of the
programme
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THE SETTING
The Congress took place 30 kilometers from Mombasa, in

Kwale village, at the awe-inspiring Kenia School of Homeopathy
that was founded and established by Marie Magré. This School is an
incredible initiative that empowers young women (and now men) through
accredited degree courses in homeopathy and nursing, complemented
by the development of myriad life

skills for sustainable improved
health service delivery to communities. The lasting impact of
Congress would simply not have been the same if it had not been held at
the Kenia

School.

NATURE OF THE PROGRAMME
The programme was packed with varying topics of interest
and relevance for homeopathy in Africa. From the results of
provings of Baobab,

Cassava, Ostrich and Artemisia; the promise and future of
agrohomeopathy; insight into an HIV/AIDS genus epidemicus and various education
initiatives and projects being developed on the continent.
One of the most amazing aspects of the Congress was how homeopaths from

diverse

backgrounds presented on various topics of interest and conversed openly in both plenary and
non-formal sessions. Perhaps most poignant was the contrast between Rehema Mohammad Bakari,

mid-wife from Lamu “sharing the same stage” with Jeremy Sherr, a world-renowned
homeopath. Their backgrounds in terms of heritage, language, culture, education, experiences
a

and gender couldn’t be more contrasting but both shared at least three very important attributes:

inherent wisdom, riveting presentations and most of all a shared passion for
homeopathic healing on the African continent. This duality was both symbolic and
auspicious for the future of homeopathy in Africa.
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SENSE OF COMMUNITY
The Congress was unique in that the participants consisted of both

students and

experienced homeopaths. For the Congress organizers (who had never

previously worked together), communication and decision-making was a smooth and
consensual process from start to finish. This ideal

teamwork and the alliance felt
amongst participants and organizers alike in the common interest of spreading
homeopathy across and deeper into the African continent was
particularly well expressed in the final gathering of Congress participants on a beach
near the Kenia School of Homeopathy.
The spontaneous

joining of hands of participants on
the sands of the Indian Ocean was truly a magical
gathering and propitious ending to this landmark
Congress.

QUOTES FROM PARTICIPANTS
•

“What an amazing conference, and…wonderful

•

“I really enjoyed meeting ALL the other Congress participants”

•

“It was so

•

“The Congress really worked. It worked because of the setting in Africa, Marie's dynamic

•

•

week, we all had together”

different to any Congress held in the past and I think a lot of that had to do with
the ground breaking work that homeopaths in Africa are just getting on with; no fanfares or
egos”
energy and her team and because mainly of the generosity
everything”

and love that came through

“It was an amazing experience. I have attended many homoeopathic congresses in my
life and this was certainly the most enjoyable I remember. The good feeling between all the
participants, the beautiful setting and the good will
made it great”
“I have had so

many thoughts about the
conference, and where I should take the ideas I've
come back with. It'll take some time to process it all”
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THE STORY HAS TO BE TOLD (poem by Barbara Braun)

issue, date

Jeremy, Camilla and Marie
Had an idea
Homeopathy Africa
At 4kenia
From this it was plain and clear
That no matter what
we had to go there
A great journey we travelled
eight people, big mamma
5 countries, seven days
four thousand kilometers unraveled
Great mountains and lakes, baobabs and beaches
pot holes and policemen
yellow cards and the far reaches
of endless hours staring at long stretching roads
Hours of fine singing, Zethu’s bright laughter
kept it all going on and on and on
despite frayed tempers, all always better after
some food and a swim
Finally Kwale we see
homeopathy we eat, drink and think
and sing and dance
What a chance!
From midwife to master, Germany to Llamu
Genus epidemicus, antimonium tart,
Beautiful circle of hands under the stars
all connected by Hahneman’s art,
ah … too sad, time to go home
4 thousand kilometers, back south once more,
Lunga Lunga, Horo horo, Kasumulu, Songwe
Mwanza Zobue Goba Mhlumeni
Asante sana, Zhikomo kwambiri, Obrigado
Siyabonga!
And so, the idea came to fruit
We ate and enjoyed,
now to disperse the seeds
Lets get to it!
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